Homeostasis is maintained through cell-to-cell adhesions that distribute tension and balance forces between cells and their underlying matrix. Disruption of tensional homeostasis can lead to Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT), which is a transdifferentiation process in which epithelial cells adopt a mesenchymal phenotype, where cell-cell adhesion is lost and individual cell migration is acquired. This process is critical during embryogenesis and wound healing, but is also dysregulated in many disease states. To further understand the role of intercellular tension in spatial patterning of epithelial cell monolayers, we developed a multicellular computational model of cell-cell and cell-substrate forces. This work builds on a hybrid Cellular Potts-finite element model to evaluate cell-matrix mechanical feedback of an adherent multicellular cluster. Thermodynamically-constrained cells migrate by generating traction forces on a finite element substrate to minimize the total energy of the system. Junctional forces at cell-cell contacts balance these traction forces, thereby producing a mechanically stable epithelial monolayer. Simulations were compared to in vitro experiments using fluorescence-based junction force sensors in clusters of cells undergoing EMT. Results indicate that the multicellular CPM model can reproduce many aspects of EMT, including epithelial monolayer formation dynamics, changes in cell geometry, and spatial patterning of cell geometry and cell-cell forces in an epithelial colony.
simple two cell example (Fig 1C, left) . strains (black vectors) for two scenarios. In the first, traction force is calculated from 97 the first moment of area (FMA) about the single cell geometry and each cell is in static 98 equilibrium. As a result, the net imbalance for each cell is zero and no force is 99 transferred across the cell-cell junction ( Fig 1A) . In the second scenario, traction force is 100 calculated from FMA about the multicellular geometry and each cluster is in static 101 equilibrium ( Fig 1B) . The net force imbalance for each cell is balanced by the 102 intercellular tension, which transfers the traction force to neighboring cells. Without 103 redistribution of cytoskeletal stress to neighboring cells across cell-cell junctions, cellular 104 alignment is localized and multicellular structures behave as partially cooperative 105 networks with discordant substrate strains ( Fig 1A, S1 Video), as demonstrated by van 106 Oers et al [10] . In contrast, traction force distribution across cell-cell junctions to 107 neighboring cells results in highly cooperative networks with a uniform spatial gradient 108 of substrate strains. The formation of these cohesive multicellular clusters resembles an 109 epithelial monolayer with preferential localization towards the boundary (Fig 1B, S2  Fig 2. Spatiotemporal dynamics of simulated and in vitro tissue patterning. Visual comparison of time points from initial seeding to confluence illustrates parallels between (A) in vitro and (B) simulated spatial patterns. (C) Confluence, the fraction of total cell area to total substrate area, is shown as a function of time or Monte Carlo Steps (MCS), for in vitro and in silico experiments, for different conditions. Other parameters: Time scale: 4.8 min/1 MCS, J cm = 2.5.
Decreasing contact inhibition increases cell size and decreases 133 cell number 134 With the key addition that traction forces are governed by the FMA model about the 135 cluster geometry rather than the single cell geometry, the previous results illustrate 136 distinct spatial patterning representative of epithelial monolayers. We next utilized our 137 model to simulate epithelial monolayer and associated EMT-like dynamics. One key 138 aspect of the epithelial phenotype is contact inhibition: that is, the propensity of a cell 139 to stop migration when a neighboring cell is encountered [14, 15] . As epithelial cells 140 undergo EMT and become more mesenchymal, contact inhibition is reduced [16] . To 141 mimic the effects of EMT in epithelial monolayers in our multicellular FMA model, we 142 varied the relative interaction energies between neighboring cells in the CPM, which Methods, Eq 7), for the single cell ( Fig 3A-D) and multicellular ( Fig 3E-H) FMA 146 models. The magnitude of the respective energies represents a prohibitive interaction, 147 i.e., a higher J cc /J cm ratio reflects increased contact inhibition between adjacent cells. 148 For each simulation, we measured the steady-state monolayer confluence, average cell 149 area, total cell count, and relative net cellular traction forces, averaged over 5 150 simulations with distinct random cell seeding, and plotted these measures as a function 151 of the J cc /J cm ratio. These simulations were then repeated for 3 distinct values of 152 cell-matrix interaction energies, J cm . Results indicate similar trends between the single cell and multicellular FMA models, 154 with the exception of net cellular traction force, which must be zero for a cell in static 155 equilibrium in the single cell FMA model ( Fig 3D) . Beyond a critical point 156 (J cc /J cm = 2), high cell contact inhibition precludes the formation of confluent increased spreading and decreased proliferation of the mesenchymal phenotype, while at 172 increased cell-cell contact inhibition (i.e., larger J cc /J cm ratio), simulated cells exhbit 173 decreased spreading and increased proliferation characteristic of the epithelial 174 phenotype. Together, these results indicate that this parameter may serve as a suitable 175 comparison to in vitro models of growth factor induced EMT. We thus compared these 176 results to experiments in which EMT was induced by the soluble growth factor TGF-1, 177 as has previously been detailed [17] . Representative immunofluorescence images of 178 MCF10A cells treated with increasing dosages of TGF-1 illustrate a phenotypic switch 179 from cortical actin, which is typically observed in epithelial cells, to pronounced actin 180 stress fibers associated with the mesenchymal phenotype ( Fig 4A) . In these confluent 181 monolayers, MCF10A average cell count decreases and average cell area increases for 182 increase TGF-1 doses (Fig 4B, D) . As in Fig 3, we observe similar trends in 183 simulations for decreasing cell contact inhibition (i.e., smaller J cc /J cm ratio), although 184 with a weaker dependence than observed in vitro ( Fig 4C, E) . Thus, we find that cell 185 contact inhibition similarly regulates the cellular geometry averaged over the confluent 186 monolayer in both simulation and experiment. Morphological characterization of the epithelial phenotype with TGF-1-induced EMT. (A) Representative immunofluorescent images of experimental illustrate a confluent MCF10A monolayer bounded to the 250 x 250 µm microfabricated square; scale bar = 50 µm. In vitro (B, D) and simulated (C, E) average cell count and cell area for the confined geometry are shown for each TGF-1 dosage and ratio of contact interaction energies (J cc /J cm ), respectively. Sample size n=3 for in vitro experiments. * with line denotes significance between each TGF-1 dosage or each contact energy ratio.
Cell-cell junction force maintains mechanical equilibrium of 188 multicellular clusters
189
A key advance of the multicellular FMA model is the prediction of forces acting on 190 cell-cell junctions. By assuming static equilibrium and applying a force-balance principle, 191 cell-cell junction force was predicted as a reaction force that balances traction forces of 192 the monolayer (described in detail in Methods). Cell-cell junction force magnitudes are 193 shown on the boundaries between neighboring cells in simulated monolayers (Fig 5D). 194 To examine spatial trends, we segmented the simulation domain into a 5 x 5 grid of bins 195 and calculated the mean junction force magnitude within each bin ( Fig 5E) . The spatial 196 distribution of junction forces is pronounced, with the largest forces in the interior and 197 smallest in the corners ( Fig 5F) . However, interestingly, we find minimal variation in the 198 spatial trends between low, medium, and high contact inhibition ratios. Corresponding heatmaps for average FRET intensities are binned into a 5 x 5 grid, and (C) their associated bar graphs averaged at the corners, edges, and interior for 0, 2, and 4 ng/mL TGF-1 dosages; n=3. (D) Simulated intercellular tension is depicted as the net magnitude for high, medium, and low interaction energy (J cc /J cm ) ratios. (E) Intercellular tension magnitudes are shown as a 5 x 5 grid with (F) their associated bar graphs averaged at the corners, edges, and interior; n=5, * with line denotes significance between each location.
We next sought to compare these with experimentally-measured junction forces. To 200 measure cell-cell junction forces experimentally, Madin-Darby Canine Kidney Cells 201 (MDCKII) cells were stably transfected with a full-length E-cadherin force sensor, as 202 previously described [18] . Briefly, the force sensor consists of two fluorophores coupled 203 by a polypeptide that exhibits elasticity. The two fluorphores are designed such that, 204 when in close proximity, the pair exhibits Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET): 205 that is, emission light from the first fluorophore is absorbed by the second fluorophore, 206 which emits light. As the sensor is stretched and the fluorophore pair moves apart, the 207 excitiation of the second fluorophore by the first fluorophore decays, resulting in a loss 208 of FRET excitation relative to excitation of the first fluorophore. This force sensor was 209 inserted into E-Cadherin, which comprises the homophilic binding event in cell-cell 210 junctions known as adherens junctions. Validation and functionality of this sensor has 211 been previously demonstrated [19, 20] . EMT was again induced by increasing dosage of 212 (TGF-1) ( Fig 5A) . FRET ratio reflects the energy transfer between the two 213 fluorophores, in which FRET ratio is inversely proportional to tension on the FRET 214 force sensor: high FRET ratio indicates low tension and low FRET ratio indicates high 215 tension. Representative pseudocolored images of the processed FRET ratio are shown in 216 Fig 5A. We next investigated if spatial patterns of junction forces were established in 217 these confluent monolayers. We again segmented images of the the local net FRET 218 ratios into a 5 x 5 grid. In the absence of TGF-1, colonies illustrated a nearly spatially 219 July 9, 2019 8/27 uniform low FRET ratio, indicating high cell-cell tension throughout the monolayer (Fig 220  5B ). TGF-1 treatment increased FRET ratio, indicating a drop in overall tension.
221
Additionally, a small spatial gradient was established, with higher FRET ratios (lower 222 cell-cell tension) in the corner and edges and lower FRET ratios (higher cell-cell tension) 223 in the interior of the monolayer, consistent with a spatial gradient of larger junction 224 forces in the center and decreasing towards the edges and corners ( Fig 5C) .
225
Thus, we find that simulated cell-cell junction forces predict a spatial trend of 226 decaying cell-cell tension from interior to periphery. Furthermore, simulated spatial 227 gradients of cell-cell junction force are most comparable to experimental measures of 228 TGF-1-treated monolayers.
229
Individual cell geometry spatial patterns 230 Summarizing our results presented thus far, we find that the multicellular FMA model 231 reproduces contact inhibition-dependent trends for average cellular geometry (i.e., cell 232 size and count), but underestimates this dependence compared with experimental 233 observations. Further, our model qualitatively predicts trends for spatial patterns of 234 cell-cell junction forces in TGF-1-treated monolayers, but overestimates the magnitude 235 of the spatial gradient, in comparison with experiments. We hypothesize that these 236 discrepancies arise from an underestimation of cell size distribution throughout the 237 monolayer in response to changes in contact inhibition. That is, individual cell size 238 changes in response to TGF-1 treatment due not only to loss of cell contact inhibition, 239 but also to additional signaling not currently present in our model. To investigate this, 240 we again segmented immunofluorescence images of MCF10A cells and binned cell area 241 as before into a 5 x 5 grid ( Fig 6A) . Consistent with overall monolayer averages, cell 242 area increased with increasing TGF-1 dose. Evaluating the average cell area in the 243 corner, edge, and interior of the monolayer reveals an overall increase in cell area at the 244 periphery of the square, with the largest cell area localized to the corners in both low 245 and high TGF-1 dosages ( Fig 6A) . Reduced contact inhibition by treatment with 246 TGF-1 accentuates this trend, resulting in a large spatial gradient in cell area ( Fig 6B) . 247 In contrast, simulated cell area exhibited substantially reduced spatial variation 248 compared to experimental cell area ( Fig 6C) . Furthermore, the effects of contact 249 inhibition had a relatively minimal effect on spatial variation of cell area, resulting in 250 slightly increased cell area at the monolayer interior ( Fig 6D) . Thus, the lack of 251 accounting for heterogeneous cellular properties, specifically cell area, is a key limitation 252 of our model. Since cells undergo profound phenotypic changes throughout EMT, it 253 would be reasonable that these changes lead to parameter changes within the CPM for 254 each individual cell; incorporating these changes in cell phenotype into the CPM Analytical model of a simplified one-dimensional geometry 257 Both experimental and simulation data indicate that while traction forces are largest at 258 the periphery of the epithelial cluster, junctional forces are largest near the center of the 259 clusters and decay towards the periphery. We can gain additional insights by 260 considering junction forces in tissue with a simple one-dimensional geometry, to both 261 illustrate our approach and explain the perhaps counterintuitive prediction that larger 262 traction forces at the periphery result in larger junction forces at the center. For this 263 simple geometry, the traction and junction force magnitudes can be solved analytically, 264 and further, these analytical results provide an explanation for some of the discrepancies 265 between experiments and simulations noted above.
266
Consider a linear array of 2n cells of length L that are arranged and coupled in a 267 line, such that the cell junctions are located at positions 268 ( nL, 0), ( (n 1)L, 0), . . . , (0, 0), . . . , ((n 1)L, 0), (nL, 0), where T = nL is the 269 length of half of the monolayer or tissue ( Fig 7C) . Note that the y position is Traction forces generated at each focal adhesion are thus proportional to distance 277 from the origin, and the net traction force for a given cell is the sum of all traction 278 forces over all focal adhesions. We can show that for cell k, with left edge at position 279 ((k 1)L, 0) and right edge at position (kL, 0), the net traction force is given by
, where µ is the appropriate scaling factor that relates cell 281 geometry to traction forces [11] . For the rightmost cell, cell n, ! T n = ( µLf (n 1 2 ), 0). 282 For mechanical equilibrium at cell n, this traction force must be balanced by the 283 junction force from cell n 1 to cell n, such that ! J n,n 1 = (µLf (n 1 2 ), 0). By 284 assumption, net forces at the cell-cell junction are also in equilibrium, such that 285 junction force pairs are symmetric, i.e., equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, 286 such that ! J n 1,n = ( µLf (n 1 2 ), 0).
287
Next considering forces on cell n 1, the junction force from cell n 2 to cell n 1 288 must balance both the net traction force ! T n 1 = ( µLf ((n 1) 1 2 ), 0) and junction 289 force ! J n 1,n , such that ! J n 1,n 2 = (µLf (2n 2), 0). Similarly, junction force from 290 cell n 3 to cell n 2, ! J n 2,n 3 = (µLf (3n 9 2 ), 0). In general, we can show that the 291 intercellular tension from cell k to k + 1,
Thus, the junction force at the center onto the left edge of cell 1,
. This simple geometry arrangement predicts 294 larger magnitude junction forces in the center, and further illustrates a quadratic 295 drop-off (due to the k 2 term in the magnitude of ! J k+1,k ) that is predicted as junction 296 position k increases towards the periphery. A representative example of the CPM model 297 illustrates the distribution of traction forces (blue) and junction forces (red) in a 298 confluent monolayer ( Fig 7B) and both the linear increase in traction force magnitude 299 July 9, 2019 11/27 from the monolayer centroid and the quadratic drop-off in junction force magnitude 300 ( Fig 7B) .
301
Thus, for a monolayer of a given size, i.e., fixed T , Eqn. 1 predicts that for a smaller 302 cell size (decreased L and thus increased n), the magnitude of junction forces are larger 303 throughout the monolayer, which is consistent with experimental measurements of lower 304 FRET ratios (i.e., higher tension) in non-treated epithelial monolayers ( Fig 5C) . 305 Further, in TGF-1-treated monolayers, more mesenchymal-like larger cells at the 306 monolayer periphery would be expected to have more focal adhesions per cell, in 307 contrast with epithelial-like smaller cells in the interior. Additionally, while larger cells 308 at the periphery will reduce junction forces locally, due to the cumulative nature of 309 junction forces required to maintain mechanical equilibrium originating at the periphery, 310 this local reduction in junction forces would be expected to have a greater influence on 311 interior junction forces. All of these considerations would be predicted to reduce the 312 magnitude of the spatial gradient, also consistent with smaller spatial gradients observed 313 experimentally. Thus, we expect that our future work incorporating spatial variations in 314 cell size in the CPM model will more accurately reproduce experimental results. 315 We can further generalize this example and consider the continuous limit in the 316 spatial dimension, in which the traction forces ⌧ (x) in the x-direction at position x (for 317 x > 0) are given
where (x) is the spatial distribution of focal adhesions per unit length. Junction forces 319 J(x) at position x are then by definition the second moment of area, evaluated from the 320 cluster periphery T to position x, where again x = 0 corresponds with the cluster center, 321
For uniform focal adhesion distribution, (x) = f /L, we can integrate Eqn. 2, and using 322 the relationship x = kL, the result is equivalent to Eqn. 1.
323

Discussion
324
In this study, we illustrate a generalized framework for predicting the spatial 325 distribution of forces within and between cells in a monolayer. By assuming that i) 326 clustered epithelial cells act as a syncytial unit and generate forces collectively in the 327 FMA model; and ii) each cell in a monolayer exists in a quasi-equilibrium, in which 328 junctional forces and traction forces are balanced, we are able to predict the distribution 329 of cell-cell junction forces and cell traction forces within an epithelial cluster. Our between neighboring cells is not fixed.
344
A defining characteristic of TGF-1-induced EMT is the disassembly of epithelial 345 junctions, resulting in the loss of contact inhibition. During this process, intercellular 346 tension redistributes from the cell-cell junctions to the cell-matrix attachments, which 347 allows for increased mobility, growth, and spreading [15] . Our model represents this shift 348 by altering contact penalties within the cell-cell and cell-matrix interaction energies. By 349 altering the cell-cell contact energy, the model captures the contact inhibition of 350 neighboring cells in vitro. However, simulating EMT via changes in the contact energy 351 is not sufficient to capture all dynamics: in the CPM model, a defined value for optimal 352 cell area constrains the simulated cell area that, in turn, limits cell-matrix adhesion.
353
The shift from cell-cell contact to cell-matrix adhesion is indirectly restricted as a result. 354 The spatial distribution of intercellular tension therefore predicts the spatial distribution 355 of cell area, which would seem to indicate a shift towards cell-matrix adhesion. Future 356 work will account for phenotype-dependent changes in the optimal cell area. information within a monolayer that regulates cellular phenomena, such as cell growth, 376 proliferation, and migration. This is of particular interest to spatial regulation of EMT, 377 during which cell stress is distributed to the monolayer periphery [35] . Connecting 378 biochemical and mechanical signaling, the dependence on E-cadherin further suggests 379 that intercellular tension may serve as a predictor of EMT.
380
Although the CPM predictions of force spatial distributions generally agree with 381 previous findings, we find that model simulations do not fully capture monolayer 382 dynamics observed in vitro. In particular, simulations do not reproduce spatial patterns 383 in cell area. While TGF-1 is known to increase cell spreading, the current model 384 formulation defines a single target area for all cells, regardless of phenotype. As noted 385 above, an ongoing focus of work is to incorporate variable cell target areas into the 386 CPM to incorporate the effects of EMT on cell geometry and resulting spatial 387 patterning in a more physiological manner.
388
Materials and methods
389
In this study, we perform simulations and in vitro experiments to investigate 390 intercellular tension and cell-matrix mechanical interactions in a multicellular geometry. 391 Simulations were performed using a lattice-based cell model, the Cellular Potts model determine substrate strains from simulated traction forces. In particular, we extend the 395 first moment of area (FMA) prediction of single cell traction forces to predict the 396 traction forces of a multicellular cluster. Lastly, we predict cell-cell junction forces by 397 requiring that 1) cells in contact are mechanically coupled through cell-cell junctions, 2) 398 the forces at these junctions balance net traction forces for each cell, and 3) the junction 399 force is equal and opposite across a cell-cell adhesion. We compare model predictions of 400 spatial patterning and junctional forces with in vitro experiments of TGF -treated 401 epithelial cell monolayers.
402
Cellular Potts model 403
The domain of the CPM lattice ⌦ ⇢ Z 2 contains interconnected sites ! x 2 ⌦ with spins 404 ( ! x ) 2 Z 0 to identify the configuration of the domain. Each distinct cell-occupied site 405 is defined by ( ! x ) 2 N, and an unoccupied site, i.e. extracellular matrix, is defined by 406 ( ! x ) = 0. The CPM approximates the effective energy for a system configuration using 407 a Hamiltonian term, where each term reflects a characteristic of biological cells and 408 together summarize the configuration energy of the system. Here, the Hamiltonian is 409 given by the sum of three terms
and Boltzmann statistics determine the probability of a possible lattice configuration
where H is the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. 4 and T > 0 is a temperature term that 412 captures intrinsic cell motility.
413
The area term H area approximates the cell area constraint as a deviation of the cell 414 area relative to the target area such that
where a( ( ! x )) is the area of a given cell determined by number of lattice sites occupied 416 by that cell, A 0 = 312.50 µm 2 is the target area for all cells, and area = 500 is an 417 elasticity coefficient that maps deviations from the target area to a magnitude of energy. 418 The contact term H contact represents costs due to contact between neighboring 419 pixels, with different energies associated with cell-cell and cell-matrix interfaces:
where J( ( ! x ), ( ! x 0 )) defines the interaction energy between adjacent lattice sites 421 (x, x 0 ) and ( ( ! x ), ( ! x 0 )) is the Kronecker delta function defined as 1 if ( ! x ) = ( ! x 0 ) 422 and 0 otherwise. We specify the cell-cell interface energy J( ( ! x ), ( ! x 0 )) as J cc and 423 cell-matrix interface energy J( ( ! x 0 ), 0) as J cm .
424
Lastly, the durotaxis term H durotaxis introduced in van Oers [10] mimics the 425 tendency for cell migration along gradients of mechanical strain. In particular, this term 426 captures preferential cellular extension into lattice sites of higher strain 427
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The durotaxis = 1 term determines cell sensitivity to durotaxis; g( ! x , ! x 0 ) is 1 if a cell 428 extends into a target site ! x 0 and -1 if a cell retracts; and the v 1/2 · v m are defined such 429 that extension and retraction are greatest parallel to the major and minor principal 430 strain axes, v 1 and v 2 respectively, and negligible perpendicular to it. The sigmoid 431 function h (E) captures the preference for stiffer substrates,
which assumes this preference has a minimal stiffness for spreading and reaches a 433 maximum ↵ = 10 at rate = 5 ⇥ 10 4 kPa 1 and the half-max stiffness as 434 E ✓ = 15 ⇥ 10 3 kPa. E(") is the cell perception of substrate strain stiffening,
where " st = 0.1 determines the rate of strain-stiffening, " is the substrate strain, and 436 E 0 = 10 kPa is the Young's modulus of the substrate. The strain-stiffening only affects 437 cell perception of strain-stiffening, not the stiffening of the finite element mesh itself 438 (discussed below).
439
Finite element analysis 440
To describe the substrate strain that governs durotaxis, we assume that a uniform, 441 isotropic, and linearly elastic two-dimensional substrate deforms to cellular traction 442 forces projected from the CPM (described below). The CPM lattice is mapped to the 443 finite element lattice by relating each CPM lattice element to a finite element node. We 444 solve the linear system
for the displacement u at each node, where K is the global stiffness matrix assembled 446 from the stiffness matrix of each element, and f is the applied traction forces with 447 constraint u = 0 at the CPM lattice boundary. In maintaining constant material 448 properties during deformation, the element stiffness matrices K e are given by
where B is the conventional strain-displacement matrix and D is the material property 450 matrix under plane stress conditions
relating the Young's modulus, E = 10 kPa, and Poisson's ratio, v = 0.45, assuming 452 planar stress. Lastly, B relates the local node displacements to the local strains by
in which " is a vector of the strain tensor ".
454
Traction forces 455 Prior work of van Oers and colleagues [10] assume that individual cell geometry relates 456 to traction forces in the CPM by the first moment of area (FMA). Application of the 457 FMA model to single cell geometries is previously described by one of the senior authors 458 of this work [11] . In brief, the single cell FMA model assumes that each node i in a 459 CPM cell exerts a force on all other nodes j in the same cell that is proportional to 460 the distance between those nodes
where µ is a scaling factor that relates cell geometry to traction forces. For simplicity, 462 we assume µ = 1 nN µm 1 and report forces as relative arbitrary units (a.u.). As shown 463 in Lemmon and Romer [11] , the resulting traction force at each CPM node is directed 464 towards the cell centroid with magnitude proportional to the distance from the node to 465 the centroid.
466
Here, we extend these previous works of the FMA model to describe the magnitude 467 and direction of traction forces acting about a point in a multicellular geometry. For the 468 multicellular FMA model, we assume that the boundary of two cells constitutes a 469 cell-cell adhesion such that two or more adjacent cells behave as a single structural unit 470 or cluster. We define an adjacency matrix A, where A is a N cell ⇥ N cell matrix, such 471 that A , 0 = 1 if cells and 0 are in contact, and 0 otherwise. By definition, A is 472 symmetric. A cluster is defined as the connected components of the undirected graph 473 defined by A.
474
Thus, the multicellular FMA model defines the traction force at each node in each 475 CPM cell as directed towards the centroid of the associated multicellular cluster, with 476 magnitude proportional to the distance from the node to the cluster centroid.
477
Consistent with this hypothesis, recent experimental evidence supports an increase in 478 traction forces with increasing multicellular cluster size [9, 37] For the case of a cluster 479 comprised of a single cell, i.e., a cell lacking cell-cell adhesion, the multicellular FMA 480 and single cell FMA model are equivalent.
481
Intercellular tension 482 By construction, the single cell FMA model dictates that the sum of traction forces of 483 an individual cell, i.e., the net traction forces ! T = P i2 ! F i for cell , is equal to 0. In 484 contrast, using the multicellular FMA model, the net traction forces of an individual 485 cell T within a cluster may not be equal to 0. Adapting a recent approach by Ng and 486 colleagues [38], we hypothesize that junction forces are a reaction force, balancing the 487 net traction force to maintain static equilibrium of each cell in a multicellular cluster.
488
The multicellular FMA model is applied to calculate T for each cell, and then we 489 impose mechanical equilibrium on the multicellular clusters by relating the traction 490 force to force across the cell-cell adhesion, such that for all cells ,
where n defines the set of "neighbors" of cell , i.e., A , 0 = 1, and J , 0 is the 492 junction force from cell 0 to cell (see S2 Fig) . Eq. 16 defines N cell linear equations, 493 with N 2 cell unknown J , 0 terms. We further constrain the junction force calculations by 494 assuming that junction force pairs are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, i.e., 495
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496
Combining Eqs. 16 and 17, we arrive at a linear system with a set of N cell + N junc 497 equations and N 2 cell unknowns (see S2 Fig) , where N junc is the number of intercellular 498 junctions, which can be determined by the sum of the terms above (or below) the main 499 diagonal of A, with a maximum value of N cell (N cell 1)/2. In practice, linear systems 500 for Eqs. 16 and 17 are determined separately to both the xand y-components of the 501 traction and junction forces.
502
For nearly all cluster arrangements, the resulting linear system is overdetermined.
503
Analogous to the CPM thermodynamic energy minimization, we assume that the 504 solution to be the minimization of junction force for each cell pair in the cluster, such 505 that J , 0 terms are calculated as the minimum norm least-squares solution to the linear 506 system (using the MATLAB lsqminnorm function).
507
Cell division 508
We incorporate cell division into the CPM model to reproduce epithelial cell capacity to 509 proliferate and form a confluent monolayer. For simplicity, we assume that if an 510 individual cell area exceeds a minimum area threshold, which we define as 2 3 A 0 , then 511 individual cells divide with random probability p divide = 0.005, unless otherwise stated. 512 For cell division, following the prior approach of Daub and Merks, we compute the line 513 of division for each CPM cell as the line following the minor axis, such that each 514 daughter cell is of approximately equally area [28] .
515
Numerical simulations
516
The CPM map is initialized as uniformly distributed pixels of size 100 x 100, for which 517 each pixel corresponds with a size of x = 2.5 µm. Initial seeding is dispersed on the 518 cell map excluding the outermost boundary with random probability, p = x/(4A 0 ).
519
An unloaded finite element mesh of size 101 x 101 forms the nodes of attachment for 520 cells of the CPM map, in which each cell-occupied pixel occupies four nodes. To 521 calculate forces from the CPM map, pixels are first mapped to the finite element 522 substrate by identifying the corresponding nodes. At a given instant, the single cell or 523 multicellular geometry is sufficient to define cellular traction forces at each node, using 524 the single or multicellular FMA model, as described above, respectively. The resulting 525 traction forces govern the displacement at each node and determines the strain in the 526 finite element mesh, which in turn is used in evaluating H durotaxis .
527
Cell movement consists of copy attempts of randomly selected pixel at each Monte 528 Carlo step (MCS). For each pixel to have equal probability of selection, each MCS has a 529 total of 10 4 copy attempts. For each copy attempt, a pixel is selected and randomly 530 perturbed; the sum of interaction energies with each pixel in the Moore neighborhood, 531 P J( (x, x 0 )), determines the H contact term. Lastly, the cell area before and after the 532 copy attempt provides the H area term. Together, the net change in the Hamiltonian 533 associated with that copy attempt, i.e . H( (x, x 0 ) ), provides the local energy for the 534 cell before and after the copy attempt. The copy attempt is accepted ( (x) ! (x 0 )) 535 with probability determined by the partition function (Eq. 5) for H > 0 and 536 probability 1 for H < 0.
537
For parameter analysis, the parameter set consisted of each combination of cell-cell 538 interaction energies and cell-matrix interaction energies, J cc and J cm , respectively, each 539 repeated with a uniquely seeded random number. The confluence is determined by the 540 ratio of total cell occupied pixels to the total grid area. The cell area is number of pixels 541 occupied by each unique cell state, and the cell count is the number of unique states.
Binary masks of nuclei were generated by thresholding grayscale nucleus images; objects 589 in the binary mask were counted to determine total cell number. To determine cell size, 590 the centroid of each object in the binary mask was determined using the regionprops 591 function. Nuclei centroids were used to generate a Voronoi diagram, which consists of a 592 series of polygons that have edges that are equidistant from neighboring nuclei.
593
Previous studies have demonstrated that Voronoi diagrams reasonably predict cell 594 boundaries in an epithelial monolayer [40] , and provide a more consistent quantification 595 of cellular size as opposed to quantification of protein markers in the cell-cell junction, 596 whose expression and localization changes as TGF-dose increases. Cell area was 597 calculated for each cell by summing the pixels in each Voronoi polygon, and were 598 averaged across the 250 µm x 250 µm colony. Spatial localization of cell number and 599 cell area were determined by binning nucleus centroids into a 5 x 5 grid. Cell counts in 600 each bin were totaled, and cell areas for each bin were averaged if the nuclei centroid 601 was contained within the bin. Spatial localization data was further combined into either 602 corner bins, edge bins, or interior bins, such that there were no overlap between the 603 three regions (i.e., corner bins were not included in the edge region).
604
FRET analysis 605
To measure force on cell-cell junctions, Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 606 (FRET)-based, full-length E-cadherin tension biosensors were stably transfected into 607 MDCK II cells. Epithelial square islands were cultured as stated above, and images 608 were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning microscope using ZEN2011 software. 609 Briefly, mTFP (donor) and mEYFP (acceptor) fluorophores were imaged utilizing 610 spectral unmixing at 458 nm excitation. The acquired intensity images were manually 611 masked through ImageJ. Background subtraction and removal of saturated pixels was 612 then performed via an image processing algorithm in Python as previously 613 described [41] . FRET ratio was determined by obtaining the acceptor/donor ratio and 614 multiplying with a binary mask of the junctions. This allowed for inspection of FRET 615 pixels of interest within outlined cell-cell junctions.
616
Statistical analysis 617
Simulated and experimental data was exported to Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc) for 618 analysis. Statistical significance, indicated by a p-value less than 0.05, was determined 619 by one-way ANOVA across each TGF-1 dosage, ratio of interaction energies, and/or 620 spatial localization. about the centroid of the cluster (green dot). Junction forces (blue arrows) balance the 630 net force imbalance for a given cell. The linear system is constructed from the 631 mechanical equilibrium matrix and junction symmetry matrix (right). The mechanical 632 equilibrium matrix is constructed from the connectivity of each cell given by the 633 July 9, 2019 19/27 adjacency matrix and by applying the force balancing principle. The junction symmetry 634 matrix requires each junction force across a cell-cell adhesion to be equal and opposite. 635 S1 Video. Single cell without proliferation. Simulated cell organization for the 636 single cell FMA model as shown in Figure 1A . Movie corresponds to simulation of 1000 637 Monte Carlo Steps.
